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This invention relates to grinding machines 
and more particularly to means for truling or 
Surfacing the grinding wheel of such a machine. 
One object of the invention is the provision, 

in a grinding machine, of a grinding wheel truing 
device including a rotatable crusher wheel hav 
ing supporting and control means whereby the 
Crusher Wheel is moved automatically into. COn 
tact with the grinding wheel and is then given a 

.. 
5 

driving means by which it is operated at com 
paratively slow speed. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing, in 
which the same reference numerals designate like 
parts in the several views, ?o designates the frame 
Of a grinding machine, having a rotatable grind 
ing wheel arranged for rotation in the frame. 
The wheel f f is rotated at comparatively, high 
speed by a suitable driving motor which has not 

comparatively slow feeding movement into the 10 been illustrated since a power drive of a grinding 
grinding wheel for truing the surface of the 
grinding wheel. . - - r 

Another object is the proVision of a rotatable 
crusher wheel adapted to operate in peripheral 

15 contact with the grinding wheel to true the sur 
face of the grinding wheel, in combination with 

- an adjusting motor which operates to move the 
crusher support in a controlled manner so that 
the crusher wheel is brought rapidly into a pre 
determined position in which it contacts with 
the grinding wheel and is then fed into the grind 
ing wheel for effective crushing action. - 
Another object is the provision of a crusher 

wheel Support carried by the frame of a grinder, 
and a motor which automatically controls a se 
quence of operations, first lowering the crushing 
wheel into contact. with the grinding wheel, then 
starting the grinding wheel into operation, then. 
feeding the crusher wheel slowly towards the 
axis of the grinding wheel, and then backing off 
the Crusher Wheel. • . . . . . . . - m . . . ' , x . 

Other objects and advantages of the invention 
will be apparent from the following description, 
the appended claims, and the accompanying 
drawing, in which, . . . 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, partly in Section, show 
ing the upper portion of the machine frame. Of 
a grinder, and the adjusting and operating means 
for the crusher support; . . . . . . . . . . ... - 

Fig. 2 is a Vertical Section on a reduced scale, 
on the line 2-2 of Fig.1; . . . . . - 

Fig. 3 is a view showing the arrangement of 
the double lift can; - . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 4 is a detail of the-feed ratchet operating 
mechanism; 

Fig. 5 is a detail showing the timing cam and 
its Switch; 

Fig. 6 is a detail showing the clutch retaining 
paW and can; 

the clutch-release pawl; 
Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic showing of the elec 

trical connections and 
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Wheel is very we known in the art. Where the 
grinding wheel is stationary, the frame. 0 forms 
a part of the fixed main frame structure of the 
grinding machine, although if the grinding wheel 
is axially movable in operation, or is movable . 
towards and from the work, the frame. O will 
constitute the movable support for, the wheel as 
is Well known in the art. The grinding wheel as 
herein shown is one having a series of annular 
ribS SO formed as to grind threads as the Work 
piece is moved axially with relation to the grind 
ing wheel. . - 
The grinding. Wheel after a period of use should 

be trued, and this truling. Operation has been ac 
complished by moving diamonds along the wheel 
surface to give the desired contour, or by man 
ually moving a rotatable metal crusher having 
annular ribs that give the desired contour on the 
grinding wheel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

In accordance With the present invention, the 
rotatable crusher wheel shown at 2 is adapted 
for free rotation in a crusher wheel supporting 
bracket 3 and normally, when the grinding wheel 
is in use, the crusher 2 is, arranged some little 
distance, radially outwardly from the grinding 
wheel. This crusher may be of suitable hard 
metal so that when it is pressed against the grind 
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- Fig. 7 is a detail showing the ratchet wheel and 50 

Fig. 9 is a sectional partly diagrammatic view - 
showing the grinding Wheel, its Support, and the 55 

ing wheel, with the grinding wheel rotating at 
comparatively slow speed, the crusher will be re 
volved by the grinding wheel and will press or 
crush the desired surface on the grinding wheel 
to bring the latter back to a true form. 
The crusher wheel supporting bracket 3 is 

slidably guided in side walls 5 of frame 0, and 
is adjustably secured to a slidable plate f 6 carry 
ing a head 7 which is connected by adjusting 
Screw 8 to a nut 9 fixed on the supporting 
bracket. The plate f6 is guided for movement 
towards and from the axis of the grinding wheel 
lf between the Supporting bracket 3 and the wall 
portion 2? of the frame, and it projects up through 
an Opening in the upper portion of the frame 
which is large enough to receive the head fl. al 
though the latter is normally arranged above the 
frame as shown in Fig. 1. The upper portion of 

  

  



2 
the screw 8 has a square head 22 so that it can be 
turned by a Wrench to raise or lower the Support 
ing bracket f3 with respect to the head and 
the plate 6. A scale 30 on the head and 
a cooperating post 30' on the frame 0 show the 
position of the head and can be used to determine 
if the head is at its lowermost position. 
As shown, the crusher is arranged up above the 

grinding Wheel, and the movements of the crusher 
Wheel Support take place vertically and trans 
versely of the axis of the grinding Wheel. 

O 

The wall portion 2 of the frame has a vertical 
slot that receives a bar 23, fixed to the plate. 
6 by pins 24, and having studs 25 projecting 

out beyond the Wall portion 2 and connected-to 
gether by a plate 26 which rotatably carries a 
pair of rollers 27, one on each side of the plate. 
These rollers are operated by a double plate can 
having cam portions 28 and 29 which positively 
control the up and down movement of plate 26. 
and consequently control the up and down nove 
ment of the plate fo and head 7. In the absence 
of any rotation of the Screw 8, the crusher Sup 
porting bracket will also move up and down with 
the plate 6. 
The cans 28 and 29 are power operated in an 

automatic manner to advance the crusher to 
wards the grinding wheel at a comparatively 
rapid rate, and then hold the plate 6 and the 
head it stationary during the crushing opera 
tion. After the crushing operation is completed 
plate 6 and head T are moved up to their orig 
inal positions by the cams So...that the crusher is 
spaced from the grinding wheel. After the 
crusher has been lowered by the cams 28 and 29, 
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with the ratchet wheel to disconnect the driving 
force from the drive plate. 
The drive plate 35 is fixed on a shaft 46 rotat. 

ably journaled in bearing portions 47 of the frame 
0. The shaft 46 is also provided with a cam 48 

which controls a clutch retaining pawl 49 serving 
to Open and close the motor Switch 5 and thus 
control the starting and stopping of the adjusting 
motor 3. 
Another can 52 on shaft 46 serves as a timer 

to control a SWitch. 53 which controls a motor 56 
Which is employed during the crushing operation 
to provide a comparatively slow speed drive for 
the grinding Wheel f. When the switch 53 is 
closed it operates through a relay 54 to close 
SWitch 55, see Fig. 8, and cause the grinding wheel 

to rotate at comparatively slow speed. 
Cam 57 on shaft 46 controls the feed screw 8 

through lever 58, the upper end of which bears 
against a vertically extending plate portion 59 
of a ratchet. feed yoke 60 arranged for rotation 
On the upper portion of the feed screw 8. The 
feed yoke is thus given an oscillatory movement 
under the control of the feeding can 57. The 
feed yoke pivotally carries a feed pawl ratchet 
6 which operates against the ratchet wheel 62 
fixed on the feed Screw 8. The feed movement, 
takes place as the ratchet pawl is carried to the 
right as viewed in Fig. 2, to produce a lowering 
movement of the crusher wheel bracket 3 with 
respect to the plate 6 and the head. 
Suitable means is provided for adjusting the 

amount of feed movement in parted to the Screw 
8, to permit movement of the crusher wheel into 

35 the grinding wheel to an extent dependent upon 
and while the plate 6 remains stationary in its 
lowered position, the adjusting screw 8 is au 
tomatically turned so that the crusher will be 
slowly fed into the grinding wheel, and the ac 
tual crushing operation takes place at a Con 
trolled rate. The extent of movement given to 
the crusher wheel Supporting bracket by the ad 
justing screw 8 may be such as to move the 
crusher a few thousandths of an inch while the 
grinding, wheel rotates through several revolu- - 

the wheel characteristics, the pitch spacing of 
the wheel ribs, etc. For this purpose, the lever 
58 is provided with an extensible arm formed of 
adjustably interconnected arm Sections, and 

40 7, one of which is slotted as indicated at 2. A 

tions, the rotation of the grinding. wheel rotat 
ing the crusher wheel itself. 
The construction herein shown as a preferred 

embodiment of the mechanism for automatically 
moving the crusher wheel during the crushing. 
operation will now be further described. "The 
frame to carries an adjusting motor 3f, prefer 
ably an electric motor having a gear, reducing 
drive 32 to a short shaft. 33. Fixed on the shaft 
33 is a ratchet wheel 34 adapted to be coupled to 
the drive plate 35 by a pawl 36 pivoted at 3 
on the drive plate. A spring 38 tends to connect 
the pawl to the drive plate although...a clutch 
release pawl 39 controlled by a Spring--AO nor 
mally holds the upwardly extending portion of 
pawl 36 towards the right as viewed in Fig. 7 and 
keeps the pawl 36 free from the ratchet wheel. 
By energizing a relay or solenoid 42, the free end 
of the clutch release pawl is pulled doWn and this 
frees the pawl 36 so that the ratchet Wheel is 

i placed in driving connection with the drive plate 
.35. The drive plate. 35 can be rotated through 
one revolution and then its calm projection 43 
comes up against the finger 44 on the end of 
the clutch release pawl and this finger positively 
stops the rotation of the drive plate 35. Just 
ibefore this takes place however the upwardly 
projecting portion of the pawl 36 comes against 
the finger 44 and is forced out of engagement 

65 
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securing bolt or screw 13 operable along the slot 
T2 holds the two arm sections rigidly to one an 
other and permits adjustment in the length of 
the arm and consequently permits adjustment in 
the amount of movement imparted to the plate 
portion. 59 for any rotation of the cam 57. The 
amount of movement of the plate portion-59 may 
also be controlled, for varying... the amount of 
feeding movement, by laterally adjusting the 
upper end portion 74, of the lever 58, with respect 
to the arm section 7, the upper portion of arm 
section being turned out as shown in Fig. 1 
and adjustably supporting the foot portion. 5 of 
the portion 74 as by means of a securing ScreW 
T6 operable along a slot in the outturned upper 
portion of the arm section . This provides 
Variation in the distance between the axis of the 
screw 8. and the point of application of force 
to the plate portion 59. As will be noted in Fig. 
1, means is also provided for indicating, to the 
operator, the amount of feeding movement in 
parted to the screw 8, this means comprising 
index marks TT on a dial 78 which is fixed to the 
screw f8 by means of a set Screw 9. The indi 
cations or scale markings TT act in conjunction 
With an index mark 80 on the nonrotatable 
head fl. 
As will now be apparent, when the operator 

desires to crush or true the grinding wheel, and 
the device has previously been properly set up, 
he closes the starting switches shown at 64 in 
Fig. 8, and this energizes the solenoid 42 from 
the power source 65. The solenoid pulls the 
clutch release pawl 39 so that its finger 44 re 
leases pawl 36 and permits that pawl to drop in 
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to the ratchet wheel 34. At the same time lever, 
39 is moved, it closes the motor switch 5 so 
that the motor 3 f is energized through connec 
tion 66 to source 65. In circuit with motor 3 
is a normally closed stopping switch 68. The 
ratchet wheel thus starts turning, carrying the 
drive plate 35 along with it, and during the 360' 
movement of the drive plate the following op 
erations take place Successively. 

First, the double plate cam 28 and 29 causes 
the crusher wheel support to be lowered until the 
crusher wheel is engaging the grinding wheel fl. 
This is completed in about 50° travel of shaft 46. 
Then the timing cam 52 closes switch 53 to cause 
rotation of the motor 56 to operate the grinding 
wheel at a comparatively slow speed, through 
about 200 movement of the feeding can or from 
point a to point b, see Fig. 4, So that the ratchet 
pawl 6 turns the ratchet wheel 62 slowly and 
thus slowly rotates the adjusting screw 8 in a 
positive manner during the effective crushing 
operation, the movements of the adjusting screw 
causing the crusher wheel to be forced positively 
and in a controlled manner against the crusher 
wheel and exert the desired pressure in the 
crushing operation. The arrangement is such 
that the grinding wheel rotates through several 
revolutions as the cam 57 rotates about 200, de 

Between the points b and c on the cam 57 
the cam Surface is concentric with its axis so no 
feed movement of the Screw fe is produced as the 
grinding wheel rotates one or two revolutions be 
fore retracting the crusher. After the feed-in of 
the crusher wheel stops and as the point c on cam 
5T comes opposite the roller on lever 58, the dou 
ble plate lift cam 28 and 29 moves the whole 
Crusher support upwardly, comparatively rapid 
ly, without however disturbing the adjustment 
between the screw 8 and the crusher supporting 
bracket. During this upward movement of the 
crusher wheel support, the arm 58 is spring re 
turned in a counter-clockwise direction ready for 
the next ratcheting step. Before the upward 
movement of the crusher wheel support is com 
pleted the motor 56 which drives the grinding 
wheel during the crushing Operation is deener 
gized under the control of the timing cam 52. 
The can shaft then completes its 360° of travel 
and is latched at the Completion of its travel. 
Just before it is latched the clutching pawl 49 : 
drops into a notch in cam 48 and opens the mo 
tor switch 5. These several operations take 
place successively at the proper times so that 
the crusher will be brought against the grinding 
wheel when the grinding wheel is not rotated, 
and after the grinding wheel starts to move, the 
in-feeding movements of the crusher are carried 
out automatically in a controlled manner. When 
a second crushing cycle takes place, there will of 
course be a further in-feeding movement caus 
ing a further adjustment in the relative posi 
tions of the crusher bracket 3 and the plate f S. 

After the wheel has been considerably reduced 
in diameter and it is necessary to replace it with 
a new wheel the feed ratchet pawl 6 may be 
held out of engagement with ratchet wheel 62, 
and the adjusting screw 8 operated manually 
by a wrench applied to its Square head 22 so that 
the bracket 3 is moved upwardly to a desired 
initial position so coordinated with the diameter 
of the new grinding wheel that it will contact the 
grinding wheel when it is lowered by the cam 
28-29. The adjusting screw 8 can be turned 
manually at any time during the crushing oper 
ation if that should be desired. 
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When a new wheel, that has not been previous 
ly grooved, is applied to the machine, the crush 
er wheel supporting bracket 3 is moved up far 
enough, by turning the screw 8, so it will not 
quite touch the grinding wheel when the head T 
is lowered by the crusher wheel adjusting mo 
tor. The crusher adjusting motor is then start 
ed and when a resulting cycle is only partly com 
pleted, the switch 68 is opened, to stop the ad 
justing notor 3 
supporting bracket is in its lowermost position. 
The switch 68 is opened manually after - the 
switch 53 is closed, so that the grinding wheel is 
rotated by motor 56. The crusher wheel is en 
gaged with the grinding wheel and is forced in 
to the grinding. Wheel by manually turning the 
screw 8 until the groove of the grinding wheel 
is completed. The switch 68 is then closed again 
So that the balance of the crushing cycle is con 
pleted, leaving the crushing wheel finally in its 
elevated position and ready for a succeeding 
crushing cycle. 
While the form of apparatus herein described 

constitutes a preferred embodiment of the in 
vention, it is to be understood that the invention 
is not limited to the precise form herein disclosed, 
and that changes may be made therein without 
departing from the scope of the invention which 
is defined in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A grinding machine having a frame carry 

ing a rotatable grinding wheel and driving means 
therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a crusher 
wheel support movably carried by the frame, a 
feed Screw for positively controlling the position 
of said support, an adjusting motor, and means 
operable to cause the adjusting motor to move 
the crusher wheel support rapidly to the grinding 
wheel, then to operate said feed screw to feed 

40 the crusher support slowly through a predeter 
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mined distance to the grinding wheel and then 
retract it from the grinding wheel. 

2. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel and driving means 
therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a crusher 
wheel support movably carried by the frame, an 
adjusting motor, means operable to cause the ad 
justing motor to move the crusher wheel support 
rapidly to the grinding Wheel, then to feed said 
support slowly to the grinding wheel and then 
retract it from the grinding wheel, and means for 
initiating slow speed rotation of the grinding 
wheel before the slow feeding movement of the 
crusher Wheel support takes place. 

3. In a grinding machine having a frame car 
rying a rotatable grinding wheel and driving 
means therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a 
crusher . Wheel support movably carried by the 
machine frame, a carrier movably mounted on 
the frame and carrying the crusher wheel sup 
port, adjusting mechanism including an adjust 
ing motor for varying the position of said support 
on the carrier, and means operated by said mo 
tor for moving the carrier to move said crusher 
Wheel to the grinding wheel. 

4. In a grinding machine having a frame car 
rying a rotatable grinding wheel and driving 
means therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a 
crusher wheel support movably carried by the 
machine frame, a carrier movably mounted on 
the frame and carrying the crusher wheel support, 
adjusting mechanism for varying the position of 
Said Support on the carrier and including means 
operable to move the carrier rapidly towards the 
grinding wheel, then maintain the carrier in a 

at a time when the crusher 

  



predetermined position for a time; and then re 
itract it from the grinding wheel, and means for 
-automatically feeding the crusher wheel towards 
the grinding wheel while the carrier remains in 
said predetermined position. 

5. A grinding machine having a frame car 
rying a rotatable grinding wheel and drive means 
therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a crusher 
wheel support movably carried by the frame, a 
plurality of adjusting mechanisms for Said Sup 
port, an adjusting motor for operating said mech 
anisms, and means for automatically operating 
said mechanisms sequentially by the adjusting 
motor to bring the crusher wheel into engage 
ment with the grinding Wheel and then slowly 
feed the crusher wheel into the grinding wheel. 

6. A. grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel and drive means 
therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a crusher 
wheel support movably carried by the frame, ad 
justing mechanism for said support, an adjust 
ing motor, a one revolution clutch between the 
adjusting motor and the adjusting mechanism, 
and means driven by said motor for positively 
moving the Crusher Wheel Support to engage the 
crusher wheel with the grinding wheel and then 
ifeed the crusher wheel slowly towards the grind 
ing wheel. 

7. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding Wheel and drive means 
therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a crusher 
wheel support slidably guided on the machine 
frame and comprising a bracket movable towards 
and from...the-grinding wheel axis and a recipro 
cably operable carrier slidably guided on the ma 
Chine frame for noVement towards, and from the 
grinding wheel axis and slidably supporting said 
bracket, power means for reciprocating said car 
irier on said frame, a threaded interconnection be 
tWeen the carrier and the bracket, means for man 
ually operating said interconnection, and a con 
nection to Said power means for automatically 
operating said interconnection to feed the crusher 
Wheel into the grinding wheel. 
- 8. A. grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing -a, rotatable grinding wheel and drive means 
therefor, a rotatable crusher wheel, a crusher 
:wheel support movably carried by the machine 
frame, adjusting mechanism for said support, an 
adjusting motor for operating said adjusting 
..nechanism, said -adjusting mechanism including 
a feed screw and a pawl and ratchet for said 
feed-screW, .aind near as operated by said adjust 
ing notor to move the crusher wheel support 
towards the grinding wheel and subsequently op 
erate the pawl and ratchet to feed the crusher 
wheel into the grinding wheel. 
9. A grinding machine having a frame carrying 

..a...rotatable grinding...wheel, power means for ro 
tasting the grinding Wheel at a speed less than 
a normal grinding Speed, a rotatable crusher 
..wheel, a crusher wheel Support movably carried 
by the machine frame, adjusting mechanism for 
said support, an adjusting motor for operating 
said adjusting mechanism to move the crusher 
wheel to the grinding wheel and means controlled 
by said adjusting motor to operate said power 
means after the crusher wheel is moved into con 
tact. With the grinder wheel. 

10. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, power means for 
rotating the grinding wheel at a speed less than 
a normal, grinding speed, a rotatable crusher 
wheel, a crusher wheel support movably carried 
by the frame, an adjusting motor, means operated 
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by Said adjusting motor to move the Crusher 
wheel support rapidly towards the grinding wheel, 
to initiate slow speed operation of the grinding 
Wheel by said power means, to then move the 
crusher wheel slowly to the grinding wheel and 
to then retract it from the grinding wheel, means 
for manually moving the crusher wheel towards 
the grinding wheel, and means to stop the motor 
controlled movements of the crusher wheel while 
the power means is rotating the grinding wheel 
to permit movements of the crusher wheel under, 
nanual control. 
11. In a grinding machine having a frame car 

rying a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means 
for Said grinding Wheel, a rotatable crusher 
Wheel, a crusher wheel support movably carried 
by Said fraine, a carrier movably mounted on 
said frame and carrying the crusher wheel sup 
port, adjusting mechanism for varying the posi 
tion of Said Support on the carrier, additional ad 
justing mechanism for varying the position of the 
carrier on the frame, an adjusting motor for 
Operating Said adjusting mechanism, means for 
varying the ancunt of movement of the crusher 
Wheel Support, and indicating means for showing 
the position of the crusher wheel. 

12. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means for 
operating said grinding wheel at a speed less than 
a normal grinding Speed, a rotatable crusher 
Wheel, a crusher wheel support movably carried 
by the frame, a power source, adjusting mecha 
nism operated from said source to advance the 
Crusher wheel Support towards the grinding wheel, 
means operable at the completion of such move 
ment to initiate operation of said driving means, 
in eans including a power operated adjusting screw 
for positively feeding the crusher wheel support 
slowly towards the grinding wheel during opera 

40 tion of Said driving means, and means for stop 
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ping feeding movement of the crusher-wheel sup 
port during continued operation of said driving 
means before the crusher wheel support is re 
tracted. 

13. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means for 
Operating said grinding wheel at a speed less 
than a normal grinding speed, a rotatable crusher 
Wheel, a crusher wheel support movably carried 
by the frame, a power source, adjusting mecha 
nism Operated from said source to advance the 
Crusher wheel support rapidly towards the grind 
ing Wheel, means operable at the completion of 
the rapid movement of the crusher wheel sup 
port to initiate operation of said driving means, 
means including a power operated adjusting screw 
for positively feeding the crusher wheel towards 
the grinding wheel slowly during the operation of 
Said driving means, power operated means for re 
tracting the crusher wheel support, and means 
insuring a delay after completion of the feeding 
movement of the crusher wheel before retraction 
Of the crusher wheel is initiated. 

14. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means 
for Operating said grinding wheel at a speed less 
than a normal grinding speed, a rotatable crush 
er Wheel, a crusher wheel support movably car 
ried by the frame, power means for adjusting 
Said Crusher wheel support, and means control. 
ling Said power means to automatically and se 
quentially provide rapid approach of the axes of 
the Crusher wheel and the grinding wheel, then 
initiate operation of said driving means, then 
provide slow approach of the axes of the crusher 
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wheel and the grinding wheel, then maintain the 
axes of the grinding wheel and the crusher wheel 
at a fixed spacing during continued operation of 
the driving means and then separate the crusher 
wheel and the grinding wheel. 

15. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means for 
operating said grinding wheel at a Speed less than 
a normal grinding speed, a rotatable crusher 
wheel, a crusher wheel support movable relative 
ly to the grinding wheel in a direction to vary 
the distance between the axes of the crusher 
wheel and the grinding wheel, and means for 
automatically in timed sequence first moving the 
crusher wheel support and grinding wheel rela 
tively to cause approach of the axes of said wheels 
and then initiate operation of said driving means. 

16. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means for 
operating said grinding wheel at a speed less than 
a normal grinding speed, a rotatable crusher 
Wheel and means for automatically and Sequen 
tially causing approach of the axes of Said wheels 
at a comparatively rapid rate, then initiate Oper 
ation of said driving means, and then causing 
further approach of the axes of said wheels at 
a comparatively slow rate. 

17. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means for 
operating said grinding wheel at a Speed less than 
a normal grinding speed, a rotatable crusher 
wheel, a crusher wheel support carried by said 
frame, power means for adjusting said crusher 
wheel support relatively to the grinding wheel 
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axis and in a direction towards and from the 
grinding wheel, a positive mechanical operating 
device for moving the crusher wheel support, and 
means operable to cause said power means to 
carry out a cycle of Operations to Sequentially 
cause the crusher support to be moved towards 
the grinding wheel at a comparatively rapid rate, 
then cause operation of said mechanical inter 
connection to move the crusher Support at a 
comparatively slow rate, and then maintain the 
axes of said wheels with a fixed spacing and then 
separating the crusher wheel from the grinding 
wheel. 

18. A grinding machine having a frame carry 
ing a rotatable grinding wheel, driving means for 
operating said grinding wheel at a speed less than 
a normal grinding speed, a rotatable crusher 
wheel, a crusher wheel Support, a slide mounted 
on said frame for movement towards and from 
the grinding wheel and carrying said crusher 
wheel support for movement thereon towards 
and from the grinding wheel, power means for 
adjusting said crusher wheel support on said slide 
and for adjusting said slide on said frame, and 
means controlling Said power means to Sequen 
tially move the crusher wheel support rapidly 
towards the grinding wheel, then initiate Opera 
tion of said driving means, then feed said Sup 
port slowly towards the grinding wheel, then 
maintain the grinding wheel Support in fixed po 
sition during continued operation of the driving 
means and then retract the crusher wheel Sup 
port. 

LOUIS F, POLK. 
  


